Arcata, Califernie 95521

Lumberjack
Butler dam nixed,
Prop. 1 defeated
overwhelmingly defeated by
voters yesterday.
Final election returns released
late

last

night

showed

dam

construction failing 69 to 31 per
cent and Gov. Reagan’s tax
limitation plan being rejected by
county voters with 27 per cent in
favor and 73 per cent against.
After it became apparent
Proposition
1 was
failing
statewide yesterday, Reagan
conceded defeat. “My fellow
Californians have responded—
some at the ballot box and some
by staying home,’’ he said.
Dr.

Norman

Christensen,

chairman of the Concerned Citizens Committee opposed to dam

construction, said last night he is
“happy to see the dam defeated.
“We believe that when the
electorate is well informed it is
not going to vote for something
until it can be proven it is really
needed. Now that the issue has
been

decided

positively

we

to

can

move

improve

the

economy.”

Christensen

indicated

he

was

not surprised by the strong vote
against the project.
Jack Young, public relations

man for the Your Economic Survival (YES) Committee, said
“the very unfortunate thing is
that those who oppose the dam

made their retractions and
apologies (for allegedly libelous
advertising) one day late.

this

early

interview

an
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(BVD) was
Damey
Butler Vall

b ny

VY

morning Young said he is
“horribly worried about the
direction of our dam world. The
people in Humboldt County have
to be faced with a crisis situation
before they will move.”
He charged the opposition had
done “horrible, horrible things to
fused.
“The need (for the dam) is
going to be proven when they turn

on their taps and there

is no

water there.”

Young said the committee may
move for invalidation of the
election on the grounds that
opponents’
advertising was
“fraudulent.”

He referred specifically to
newspaper ads and a letter
received by voters Monday
saying that if Propositions A and
B (Butler Valley Dam questions)

passed property taxes would go
up. The letter featured what was
called a “facsimile” of a blank

draft voters could expect if the
BVD propositions were approved.

Nearly 83 per cent of Arcatans
opposed Proposition 1 which
failed
in the city by a marginof
3,3000 votes.

In Arcata Proposition A and B
were defeated by a margin of
nearly 3,000 votes with opponents
gathering approximately 78 per
cent of ballots cast.
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Drug laws club circulates petition
to change marijuana legislation

A long-haired male college
student knocks on the door of a
conservative middleclass home
to ask, ‘‘Have you seen the new
marijuana
Me
He’s probably
from the Sane
Drug Laws Club (SDLC) and
members
report they have few
ty.

“We get a lot of negative
reaction to the marijuana initiative itself,’ said Ray Milbrom,
club member ‘But people give
their support for the right to
choose in having it on the ballot.”
The SDLC is working to get amarijuana initiative on the 1974
ballot. The bulk of 700
on petitions has come
from the HSU campus and Humboldt
has
gathered
more
signatures than any other county.
Club president Gary Dinman
said, it’s too early

to tell what

proportion of the 3,600 necessary
signatures will come from the
community.
There are

fines and jail sentences for
marijuana use. Legal cultivation
would be concealed from the
public, according
to the proposal.
Fines could be levied for smoking
marijuana in public.
Club members say they are not
petitioning for legalization, ‘‘But
we just want to get it on the
ballot. It’s the freedom of the
people to decide.”
Dinman said the club’s purpose
is ‘to organize new members and
events, to coordinate benefit
activities and provide publicity.”

SDLC ‘is scheduling a benefit
concert with local bands before
Thanksgiving.
The money will be used to
present petitions, since the
county levies a charge of about
four cents a signature
on
petitions.
Members circulate petitions
Dinman

said the

membership
two

important

changes from the 1972 proposal,
decriminalization
cultivation.

and

The initiative calls for reducing

sons,

club

of about

has

ten

but has a mailing

a

perlist of

circulators,” but meet every
Wednesday at noon for planning.
Club adviser Fred Cranston,
physics professor said he ‘gets

more good vibes from petitioning
than anything I’ve ever done.”
Cranston said, ‘One 60-year-old
lady asked me if she looked like
the kind of person to sign this
(petition). I said that she did and
she signed it.”
On the other hand, Cranston
said, ‘One man swore at me and
another man hit me while I was
Cranston said there was much

community support last year for
Proposition 19, the Marijuana
Initiative.

He

said

doctors

and

lawyers had favored the proposal

because “You meet a

teresting

people.
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Tnere was a bonfire that didn’t
fire, some controversy in the

parade and a cold concert, but
Homecoming was still termed ‘‘a
fantastic success.”’
According to Homecoming
Chairman Rufus Satterberg, this

year’s celebration “‘was really
great because so many people
participated. Ten years from
now, though, is when we'll really
know how successful it was.”

The bonfire was less than
successful when a rain-soaked
stack of lumber refused to be
ignited. An annual tradition was
kept this year when two members
of the “Lucky Logger Secret
Honor Society” were revealed.

square

dancing

for

the

Novelty Class.
Fortuna Union High School was

i

spé

really

do

school.”

bands from many areas
compete in the parade.

in

to

HSU’s Marching Lumberjacks
put

on

their

own

show

in

the

parade, appearing in long underwear. According to one band
member, the ‘reactions were
fantastic, lots of people really
dug it.’”” But some older persons
apparently complained about the

band’s actions.
Ruth Carroll, president of the
Alumni Association, reported a
good turn-out for the alumni
reception.

She

commended

the

Th
cla
|

Homecoming Committee saying,
“It shows how people can

the sweepstakes winner in the
band competition. Homecoming
sponsoreda Band Day by inviting

something

for

the

Satterberg recommended the
committee start earlier next year
planning

activities.

‘‘This

year’s group has been working
for six-months and next year we

should do even more pre-work.
We had a lot of good people who

w,

DY:

Mer

really did their jobs well. Even

\\

i
,

ey

S

|
iD

the Corp Yard was in complete
coordination with us in adapting
plans to last-minute emergencies,” he said.
Satterberg hopes the Student
Legislative Council will “look at
the effects of Homecoming in
terms of more than just money,
too’”’ when it makes the budget.

Buck Heidrick and Ernie Was-

son were

presented

as having

been part of the school’s mascot
system for about three years.
Heidrick,
president
of the

society, commented, “It was
strange to be revealed after all
these years of secrecy, but it was

great to see all those surprised
people when they found out what
I had been doing.”’
Good parade

Satterberg said, ‘The parade
was fantastic.’’ Competition
winners were: Class I: Forestry
Club with a Paul Bunyan and
Babe, the Blue Ox Float; Class
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Club members say they enjoy
working at the petition tables

noted: ‘There are Jesus people
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itself, rather than the freedom of
choice position.

on one side of us, ‘Impeach
Nixon’ on the other side and there
we are in the middle.”
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Consumer panel reviews book
written by campus librarian
by Judy S. Hodgson

An unofficial and unprofessional panel of
‘“‘experts’’ was assembled two weeks ago to
review a book written by HSU librarian Mayo
T. Short.

The book has recently been recorded by Bow-

copyrighted in 1959.
“There were a few ecologists in those days,
too!"’ Short said.
z
Taken from a true incident, the book is about

a boy who inadvertentfy upsets the balance of

nature by trapping and selling skunks for pets.
Since skunks eat the eggs of snapping turtles,

mar Corp. of Southern California as part of an
ecology triology designed for classroom use.
The six panel members
ranged in age from 212

there was an excess of turtles. The turtles ate
too many of the baby wild wood ducks, forcing

to seven years old. The book was designed for
eight-year-olds and under.
The critique consisted of “I liked it,” “fine,”
and several nods of agreement.
Short was a school district librarian in Southern
California in the 1950’s when she became aware
of a ‘‘shortage of children’s books.
“There were picture books for the young ones,
but practically nothing for third and fourth
graders,”’ she said.
Although the recording is being released this

them to nest elsewhere.
The children retold the story:
“There just was too much turtles.”
“They sna
up the ducks.”’
‘‘Dogs are

better pets than skunks because

their food comes in a can.”

Short came to HSU in 1966 as the College
Elementary School librarian. She has been with
the campus library since the elementary school

closed in 1970.
Asked if she planned to write other children’s

fall the book, an ecology-minded story called
‘‘Andy and the Wild
Wood Ducks,”’ was first

Peace Corps, Vista to recruit
on campus through this week
Senior and graduate
students in
The team is particularly ina wide range of disciplines are terested in talking to industrial
the targets of a team of Peace arts majors, team leader Edward
Corps and VISTA recruiters on Lieberman said in a press
campus through Friday.
release.
Lieberman
added,
The
recruiters
have however,
‘liberal
arts
established headquarters near “generalists” are still in demand.
the Rathskeller where they will
Students
who apply now will be
be available from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. considered
for programs starting
daily.

Appointments

necessary.

are

not

between January and
1974, Lieberman
said.

August

PEACE CORPS - VISTA
ON CAMPUS NOW
APPLY NOW IF YOURE A SENIOR OR GRADUATE

STUDENT IN:

books, she said, ‘‘Maybe when I retire and have
more time.”
;

candidacy, Prop. 1
—

Natural Resources
Wildlife Manepement
Range Management

Watershed Management

you, Proposition
One is not a tax

limitation measure. It is a state
spending limitation measure.
There is a difference.”
He said the initiative doesn’t
close existing loopholes and
opens up new ones.
Dymally said he believes Gov.
Reagan is using the initiative as a
spring board for the presidency

TU

Industrial Arts (summer plecement in Iron or Malaysia)
Liberal Arts
Forestry
Fisheries

Senator discusses
State Sen. Mervyn M. Dymally,
D-L.A., criticized Proposition
One and sought support for his
campaign for Lieutenant Governor of California when he spoke
here last Wednesday.
Dymally said, ‘Let me remind

Wednesday, Nov. 7, 1973, the Lumberjack—3

BETWEEN CAFETERIA & RATHSKELLER
Through Friday Nov.9
9 a.m. -- 3 p.m.

in 1976. “If he (Reagan) wants to
run for the presidency, he should
hold a press conference and
announce it.”
Dymally said if he was elected
lieutenant governor, he would

take a more active role than
previous office holders. He
declined to say which Democrat
he would prefer to be nominated
for governor, saying he was on

good relations with all of them
and didn’t want tohurt one while

pleasing another.
Dymally said he believes in a

tuition-free system of higher
education and bargaining rights
for instructors. He also said,
“This state should develop a

State-wide land use policy.”

—

Dymally called for the end to
the “‘politics of polarization’ that
he said

has been used by Gov.

Reagan.

~*~
7,4

Children follow along in a book while listening to the

text being read aloud from a record. The book, “Andy
and the Wild Wood Ducks,’’ was
Short, an HSU librarian.
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Editer’s viewpoint

Emotionalism

ey

TINS

ar

Now that a very noisy campaign is over, let’s takea
look at some of the propaganda put out by both
proponents and opponents of Butler Valley Dam and
the Tax Ceiling Initiative.
“Don’t let a handful of rich talk you into
swallowing a mouthful of mud,”’ warns a handout
propagated by a mysterious last-minute group called
We’re Humboldt Youth. A drawing of a fat tycoon
type accompanies this extraordinary statement.
“The dam will destroy the river as it now exists,’’

|

Clar

the handout continues. ‘‘Valuable wildlife habitat and

Star

My |

fish runs will be wiped out.”
This could well be the best example of emotional
exaggeration produced by the BVD campaign.
Bonnie Benzonelli Gool ran a close second in the
smear race with her Times-Standard advertisement
painting

opposition

the

dirty hippies.
Valley

as

. . . that’s trespassers’

and

snobs

professional

in so
nant

Butler

over

isn’t fog hanging

‘‘That

just
war
pla
Wha
is th
selv¢

pot smoke!’’

tive

Ubiquitous bumper stickers proclaimed, ‘Butler
Valley Dam will really raise your taxes.” The Concerned Citizens Committee made this the pivot of its
selfishness

obvious play for the perceived
boldt County voters.

The

(Your

YES

Economic

Survival)

of

wor
rem
thei
day
ove
that

Hum-

Committee

made a similar play for the supposed selfishness of
the (youthful) opposition with radio spots explaining
that the project was needed to supply jobs for youth
now leaving the county—as if construction jobs would

his

| A NN
OU)

al

Committee

YES

nearly

prosecution

faced

by

o*ePe"ere" eee eee ee ya" e%o"e"e"o"e ere

the district attorney for advertising which the D.A.
termed ‘‘misleading but not illegal.’’
Now the Concerned Citizens face a civil suit brought

by a Eureka attorney for misleading advertising.
Proposition One was called a ‘‘massive tax shuffle’’
and worse by Whitaker and Baxter, the ad agency
employed by the California Teachers Association

(CTA) to defeat Governor Ronald Reagan’s Tax Ceiling Initiative. Whitaker and Baxter was employed by
other special interests to defeat the Coastline
Initiative in 1972.

Still, for sheer cleverness, Reagan takes the cake.
His statisticians must have worked overtime to
come up with the figures he used to support his ‘’tax
cut.’’
Is it any wonder voter turnout is so poor, cynicism

so rampant?

The article in your Oct. 17 issue
of The Lumberjack by Wesley
Chesbro was so grossly and,
apparently,
intentionally
mis-

leading that I must respond to set
the record straight.
Chesbro states that, ‘‘Since the
founding of Humboldt, the focus
has changed from almost exclusively a forestry school, to now
include the liberal
arts,
and the sciences.”’

This statement overlooks the fact
that Humboldt

was initially a

teachers college, then liberal arts

\l

oriented and that forestry is a
relatively new program. When
forestry began in 1953 there were
outstanding men and departments in liberal arts, humanities

and science already at Humboldt.
The names of Balabanis,
Arnold, Barlow, Bullen, Corbett,
Fulkerson, Glende, Hicklin,
Lanphere, MacGinitie, Mearns,
Palais, Pauley, Peithman,
Schuler, Telonicher and White

readily come to mind as faculty

members who provided excellent
leadership in arts, humanities

and sciences long before forestry
was ever considered. Forestry is

The
Editer
Brian Alezander

News Editor
John

even predated by excellent programs in wildlife and fisheries in
our own School of Natural

Lumberjack

Humphreys

Resources.

Lumberjacks as a profession
existed long before forestry, and
Lumberj
as a mascot existed
long before forestry at Humboldt.
As for tree felling, we have never
taught tree felling in the forestry
program. Our professional
program calls for a strong emphasis

Managing Editor
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Copy Editors
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ecology

and

all this

and

resource management. But, then

Artist

-Chesbro

knows

deliberately creates a false
impression
to support
an
unreasonable mascot change.
_
How can The Lumberjack

(newspaper)

~

print such false

information and give it the
appearance of factual reporting?

And, how can we believe anything
Chesbro says when he deliber-

i

na

NY

ately misrepresents himself as a
NR major, when, in reality, he is

a sociology major having taken
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Article false

humanities
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keep college graduates here.
The
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only one general education course
in Natural Resources while
accumulating 80.5 units in 9 quarters on this campus? Apparently
no politician can be believed these
days; even small-time, campus
politicians.
Jerry Partain
Forestry Program Leader
Forestry Professor

Editor's note:
Opinions expressed on the Perspectives page, in columns or letters are those of the authors and

+
rienced of The Lumberjack.

Viva

America

I, Ronald Righton, Humboldter,

take pen in hand to fry a fish or
two, and give credit where it is

due. It’s about the patrioticminded, selflessness of the Boodle
Shop in Arcata, and its Establishment program of recent days ‘“‘Buy some soap and washout our
President.”
While the Boodle shop,run by’
Eli ‘‘and others” is to be commended on its normally true
Americanism by screwing the
public with its outrageous prices,
its recent venture into the world

of crass commercialism at the
expense
of our glorious leader
from Whittier and
the community, should be highly commended.
(You also for printing it, in your
award-winning newspaper) That
is what I call true Americanism,
making a buck on, and taking
advantage of, the reverence we

all have for Milhous. I would
never have dreamed of such an
innovation designed to inculcate
public spirit and participation in
the democratic processes. They
should be given an award by the
Committee for the Re-election of

the President (or, at least the U.S.
Chamber of Commerce) for
adopting the patriotic example
they set.

I suggest that someone circu-

late a petition commending these

fine, disinterested and outstanding members of this community
for the services they are render-

stan
trib

cha
dict

ing out of concern, solely, for the
publie good. Union 75, American
Oil Company, United States Steel
and Bank of America should take
lessons from these enterprising
people, and your newspaper, as
purveyor of such community service, should enter the newstory in
the Americanism contest con-

ducted by either the National

Review or the Dan Smoot Newsletter.
Congratulations!
Ronald Righton

Sorcerer crows
Don Pablo and I walked through
the redwoods and chewed peyote

buttons for about an hour. We
stopped in a clearing near a small
nd.
I turned to Don Pablo and asked
him what he thought of the ramifications of changing a mascot
from lumberjack to something

else, like earthperson.

This seemed to cause him great

mirth, for he rolled on the ground
laughing for perhaps an hour.
Suddenly he sprang from the
ground in one incredibly quick
movement and gave me a pierc-

ing look.
“You do not want to speak of

such things,” he said. “A warrior

controls his folly. Surely this folly
is uncontrollable.”
I assured him I honestly wanted
his opinion. He gave me another
piercing look and said, ‘‘This one

thing

I will tell you, payaso.”

‘‘The best name

would

be

Brujos. It is a good name. But it
would be an insult to all concerned, especially myself.
“The next name would be Men

of Knowledge. But since some of
those who would bear this name
ram themselves against each
other at full force on a field of
(Continued on page 5)
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Per spectives

Student cites Bible quotations
to support nature of man idea
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Archeologist writes from planet
by James Keith Warner Jr.

Theater Arts Graduate
Alwarn-Ship's Archeologist 3rd
Star 437TRL
“Earth”
Clarry

Star 587ATB

“

My love Clarry,
This is a sad planet. We have
just uncovered the history of a
war blasting and burning a
planetwide radioactive ruin.
What brings me almost to despair

is that, although highly civilized

in some areas, the planet’s dominant life form destroyed themselves in a war started by a primitive tribe.
About 1350 B.C. ...well I’ve
worked among these literary
remains long enough to talk in

their time. Their year being a few

days shorter than ours, it was
over three thousand years ago
that a warlord named Moses led
his people to conquer a desert
land. Strange Moses could at one
time order that no killing be done,

and then at another instance

order all living within a city, even
animals, be destroyed. I suppose
such contradictions are understandable in a barbarian. But his
tribe, the Jewish tribe, never
changed their ways. It was pre-

dicted that ‘‘Earth’’ would be
destroyed when the Jewish tribe
r the
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picked only the Jewish tribe for
destiny.
Under deprecations of those
claiming for themselves alone
God’s support, the German people
became as a living tree buried
under a fallen mountain of stones
and earth. To be itself with strong
roots and wind singing leaves
cried the tree; to have ourselves
the milk and honey of our land
cried the German people. Slowly
in darkness the tree exchanged
minerals with its oppressor in
order to gain the oppressor's
strength and keep a tree form. But
when blue sky again hovered over
the tree no green
leaves
responded to the sun from a petrified stone tree. The German
people too sought to gain strength
by exchanging elements with
those oppressing them. In becoming another chosen people the
‘Germans sought to obliterate life,

the

agast

civilized

restrained the German

world

tribe.

After the great civilized nation
went mad in their struggle with
the Jewish problem I think no

tribe capable of utter disregard
for life could unleash the weapon

Jewish tribe warred. Horribly

their descent on an unsuspecting
people with the warlord’s command, ‘‘you shall save nothing
that breathes,’’ would utterly
destroy.
There were attempts to escape
the prophesied fate. A highlycivilized tribe, the Germans,
called the Jewish problem. The
Germans faced the people who

could, as their ancient leader
Moses, seem so contradictory.
The German’s saw the Jewish,
who could build German cities
with the help of a food they called
money, and yet those same builders wished obliteration for most
of the new cities inhabitants by
holding that the creator of all had

which man realizes he should o
from that which he actually does.

The article in last week’s issue
entitled ‘Answers to Mankind’s
Problems Seen in Jesus of

Brilliant men have formulated
masterful plans by which we
should all be able to live together
in harmony on the earth. But even
the authors of these plans have

Nazareth” alluded briefly toa few

of the avenues of man’s search for

answers. It mentioned education,
spreading the wealth around
evenly, revolution, and Jesus of
Nazareth.
Opposite these approaches
must be what we presume to be
the problems: ignorance, greed,
corruption and man’s sinful

been unable to practice their own

politics. Psalm 14:1-3 tells us
quite bluntly, ‘The fool has said
in his heart ‘there is no God.’ They
(mankind) are corrupt, they have

committed abominable deeds;

nature.

there is no one who does good. The
Lord (Ged) has looked down from
The Bible, which is the inspired
Word of God, includes greed
and
heaven upon the sons of men to
corruption within the realm of sin.
see if there are any who underAs far as ignorance being the seat
stand, who seek after God. They
of the world's problems is conhave all turned aside; together
cerned, I must point to what is
they have become corrupt; there
surely to be considered an ‘‘enis no one who does good, not even
one.’’ Unfortunately, whatever
lightened community" — the student population on this campus —
fine program we might come up
as an example. The roots of the
with aimed at redirecting and
world’s troubles lie quite undis- - saving mankind must include the
turbed within each and every one
source of all the trouble right in
the works — man himself. Man
of us. They are greed, corruption,
and indifference. No amount of
can't solve his problems because

courage to attempt asolution. The
there came what they termed a

red alert, which I suppose meant
the blood that was tosink in desert

sand before really serving its
fountain of life. Then came the
ruins that are still haunting.

Perhaps if one of the larger

civilized tribes had given up a

small piece of desert (from the

few maps we’ve found*it was a

small piece of desert) the Jewish
might have learned to do other
than kill so well.

Now I come to the worst. Maybe
it was because they flew with the
help of machines. For the Jewish
mastery of the sky meant to shoot
down fliers of other lands. By my
soaring! Clarry, I look up and long
to stretch my wings but the sky
glows harshly this night with
radioactivity. Clarry, I wish I
were home.

his own nature is the seat of them.

Still, through the ages we have
insisted on doing things our own
way, and have generally denied
in practice the existance of God.
Yet oddly enough, those very
standards toward which we
aspire are not attainable because

of our sinful nature. Justice,
peace, love, etc... ., all these are
of God. Howisit that we deny God,
and still seriously pursue His
attributes when they cannot be
had without him? God is Love. It
says in I John 4:8-10, “‘The one
who does not love does not know

God, for God is Love. By this the
love of God was manifested in our
case, that God has sent his only

begotten into the world so that we
might live through Him. In this
is love, not that we loved God, but
that he loved us and sent his son

to be the propitiation for our

sins.’’ (Propitiation means the

removal of wrath by the offering
of a gift.) The Son of God who is
the ‘‘only begotten Son’’ spoken of

here is Jesus Christ. Check the

Gospel of John. See who Jesus is.
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this time Jewish life being a mis-

other advanced people had the

destroyers of cities and, oh sorrow, even forest and sky. Only a
people claiming as a godly virtue

enlightenment in this world is
able to separate those things
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take by the creator of all. When
the new German coldness spued
destruction everywhere without
regard
for
German
_§selfpreservation, as mad people do,

fought its last war. Of course, it
is easy for us to see that only a

wrestled strongly with what was
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yote
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needed to change his mind, and

by Stephen Soerheide

(Continued from page 4)

knew it was an omen.

So it is perhaps better not to use
this name.
“The name you seek is Crows.
We both know what a helpful creature the crow is. And it is a suitably humble name.”’
At this point, I was furiously
taking notes, and must not have
noticed Don Pablo’s departure
and the arrival of a very strange
being, a six-foot crow.
It was wearing a football jersey
and shoulder pads, and a hat with
the word ‘‘press’’ on a card in
front. It was playing a tuba and
marching.
It stopped in front of me and
‘said ‘‘raw’’ three times ina
crow’s voice. Then it spread its
wings and flew away over the
trees.
I

dramatic effect substituted for
accuracy in a newspaper. The

I had been fond of HSU Men of
Knowledge, but I saw now that the

center staff was, indeed, surprised to see 15 official looking
adults entering the center, since

school rests would be content with
the name ‘‘Humboldt State
Crows.”’

one official is a rare occurence.
The center isusually crowded, but
never ‘‘steamy’’. The children
were divided into activity groups.
.The TV crew did not, in fact, go

spirit of the hill on which the

is not one to fool with unprepared.

alone on the hillside.

Crows are

very good for omens.

grass, and others twirl axes while
walking awkwardly, they are
obviously not men of knowledge.
‘Another would be Mescalitos.
As you yourself know, Mescalito

I was

“ote

Name withheld

Moretti atcenter
As the third director of the Children’s Center this year, I feel that
one of our greatest problems isthe
attitude of various organizations
toward the center. When I read
of Moretti’s visit to the campus,

I thought I would be an opportune

time to meet him, since my office
had been in close communication
with his over the recently passed
Moretti Bill (AB1244). The existence of the Children’s Center this
year is due to the passage of that
bill. Mr. Humphrey’s article neglects to mention that this is the
reason for Moretti’s visit.
I find it is somewhat sad to see

wild. They did the best job possible under the circumstances and
made a point of being pleasant to
our children. The back room was
described more as if it was a bad
hotel for old men than a nap room
where children were just awaken-

ing and beginning a game. Moret-

ti’s awareness should be given
more credit. He knew

exactly

where the TV crew was and cared
only to the extent of wanting to

cooperate with them.
Once again, we would like to
encourage visitors to make
appointments to come to the
center and see how it operates.
Linda S. Almdale
Director, Children’s Center

Abortion: Campus minister offers another view
by Father Gary Timmons,
Campus Minister

and how one “‘feels’* about it, do not alter

The topic of abortion easily becomes an
emotional argument on the level of ‘‘how
I feel about it,’ removed from the scientific and medical facts, and the literally
“blood and guts”’ reality. Abortion is not
a philosophical concept, nor is it just a
simple surgical procedure similar to the
removing of a wart, nor is it an act which
affects only the mother’s body, life and
rights. The reality of abortion is that when
it is over there is a dead child.

A woman would not seek an abortion if
she thought that ‘what’ was within her

Since abortion is the violent destruction
of the life of a developing child, it would
seem that some additional questions need
to be considered besides those mentioned
in last week's article entitled, ‘‘Personal
Abortion View.”
The first questions are obviously is ‘‘it’’
life and is ‘‘it’’ human? Even a rudimentary understanding of biology and genetics would demand a yes response to both.
And while a great deal can be said about
the many aspects which affect the quality
of human life, such arguments as viability
outside the womb, whether it looks
human, whether the mother ‘‘wants”’ it,

the reality of the presence of human life.

womb were not alive or that ‘‘what”
would be born would not be human.

A statistical reality is that less than 95
per cent of abortions (which number in
this country alone in the hundreds of
thousands annually ) have todo with questions regarding whether human life is
being destroyed, or with real threats to
the mother’s physical or mental health,
or with rape. The main arguments ignore
the reality of what abortion is and attempt
to justify it in sociological and philosophical terminology.
I'm afraid that the basic justification
behind most abortions is no more noble
than, ‘‘What’s in it for me?” It is a position which insists that the only norm of
morality is how I feel about something,
my rights, my body, my future. It is the
same philosophy of life which justifies the
destruction of small Asian nations to protect national ‘‘honor’’ and our standard

of living, the destruction of the environment for profit, and the survival of the
fittest mentality that keeps the rich rich
and the poor poor.
Certainly any person, including a pregnant woman, has rights regarding life,
body and future, but the more one argues
this position the harder it should become
to defend the denial of those same rights
to another. It can only be done logically
when ‘I’ becomes the center and base
of all that is, and even then, the more one
really believed that to be valid, the more
it would seem that the unborn child, if
allowed the right to speak, would say,
“Give me a chance to live regardless of
the odds that I’m going to be able to
become happy. You have no right to cast
my vote by proxy.”
Does placing an arbitrary value label
on a human life, such as ‘‘Black,”’
‘‘migrant laborer,’’ ‘‘unwanted,”’ or
“handicapped,” take away the right of
that human life to live? Is there some
place within the modern definitions of
“freedom” and ‘‘liberation’’ for persons
to take upon themselves the consequences
and responsibilities of their acts and

choices? In the question of abortion, one

gets the feeling that the baby is the person
responsible for the pregnancy.
Who has the authority to grant the right
to life to another or to determine for
another “‘it is better for you that you not

live?’’ Does the right to life come from

the fact that life is present, or from the
consent of the mother, at the moment of
birth, at age 18, from the local ZPG chapter, or from the Supreme Court?
There is so much more that needs to
be said and considered, but this article
and forum limit what can be discussed.

But there is one more thing very much.
at the heart of my viewpoint. Even if I
were not able to defend the right and reality of life from scientific and logical positions, as a Christian I could find no other

position than defenseof life. ‘‘Life’’ is both

the promise of Jesus and the prerequisite
for the promise’s fulfillment. In the cross,
and in Jesus’ willingness to mount it, the

commandment to love my neighbor as
myself and the true meaning of freedom
become clear. The lover is the one who

says, ‘‘I will suffer and offer my life that
you might live,’ not the one who says,

“IT have made a mistake and one of us

must suffer for it...let it be you.”
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Delaney (Bramiett) and Friends was
the top-billed group which performed
in the Field House Friday night as part
of the Homecoming festivities. The

three-quarter

crowd also saw the new
and
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local

group
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Starliners. After the end of his present
tour Delaney plans to return to Holly-
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Women

use

bad

Ruth Coberly and Susan Hansen
7 Career Development Center

Many of the available careers in education may well be in such

areas as educational administration, pupil

Women must change (raise! ) their career aspirations. Too often
women make career choices based on inadequate information
and
stereo-typed ideas about occupations.
In the
past, women have been willing to settle for lesser jobs,
which pald lower wages
and offered fewer opportunities for promotion and responsibility. An annual survey of HSU graduates
indicated that last year the average starting salary for women was
$468 compared to $643 for men.
Careers for women should be no different from careers for men.
This is true now more than ever with the increasing numbers of
women in the labor force and the changing nature of the job market.
Statistics indicate nine out of ten women will work at some time
in their lives, and about half of these will be full-time members
of the work force for thirty years.
Women are almost 40 per cent of the labor force, and of the 33
million women in the labor force in 1972, more than half were working because of pressing economic need. Also, women are becoming
‘more aware of the possibility of combining a career with the roles
of wife, mother and homemaker.
Thus, work outside the home is becoming an ongoing part of the
lives of a large portion of American women. Chances are excellent
that women will work (whether by choice or not) for a good portion
of their adult lives. Whether or not they will have a career or work
at something they enjoy is another question.

More women are seeking a college education. In 1968, 43 per cent
of first-time college enrollees were women. In past years, as many
as two out of three women college graduates have entered teaching.
But predictions are that persons seeking elementary and secondary teaching positions will average 75 per cent above the number
of teachers needed annually--200,000 teachers will be needed annually as compared to 350,000 available candidates.
By 1980, projections are there will be 4.1 million teachers competing for 2.4 million jobs. Consequently, teaching will not be as viable
an occupational choice for college women as it has been in the
past.
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co-ordination, educational buying,

and

curriculum

relations-

-areas which most women in the past have not considered.

to absorb the anticipated increase in available women
This problem is a
reflected in the results of the above mentioned surveyof HSU
luates, Last year 12.4
per cent of the women
‘eking employment were unable to find it, as compared to 7.6
per cent of the men.
s
Women must begin to give serious consideration to the “nontraditional’ fields, such as business and accounting, engineering
and science, dentistry, medicine, date processing, public administration and forestry.
HSU’s on-campus recruiters, who have traditionally been predominantly from accounting, business, and industry, continue to
ask why there are no women on their interview schedules.

, referring to
the students.

Dorm residents will have to
remove posters and furniture
from the wall area. Waldie anticipates a few students who will not
wish to do so and said in this case
painting will be done during
Christmas vacation.
Students are allowed to paint

The answer is always that there are few women selecting majors
which prepare them for these fields. This year, for instance, there
are no women engineering or economics majors, and only one
accounting and two business majors who are beginning their job
search with the Career Development Center.

their own rooms. ‘“‘We’ll be glad

Women must also take full advantage of the legal protection and
assistance available to them. Strong laws prohibiting discrimination in employment on the basis of sex are now on the books. It
is up to women to press for enforcement of the laws when necessary.
“Affirmative Action’’ will enhance the entry of women into fields
which have previously been ‘‘reserved’’ for men and speed up the
elimination of discriminatory and illegal sex labels attached to jobs.

improvement budget for this year

This all points to the need for career planning and counseling
for women. We are now in a time when a college degree no longer
guarantees a ‘‘good job.”

to cooperate,’’ Waldie said.

The dorms have not been
repainted since they first opened
five years ago.
Waldie said the canyon dorm
is $85,000.

HELP

NEEDED

Bob Wisniewsky, a graduate
sociology student, is seeking
information for his thesis on the
future of Native-Americans. Any
Native-Americans who wish to

College women must seek career information and be open-minded

discuss the subject with Wisniew_sky can call 826-3264 or go to room

to choices that will enhance their access to growth occupations
that will be gainful and satisfying.

211D in the Administration Building on Wednesdays.
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NOTICE:
The selection test for the
Naval Officers Candidate

Schools in Aviation and
Nuclear Power will be given

from 9a.m. -- 4 p.m. today
through

mia

Friday.

Career advisors will be available to discuss pay and
opportunities.
Ask about the Nuclear Power

Scholarship.

--At the University Center-OREO
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# Logging critique

: ‘More participation asked: :
‘for campus government :

Vickers Insurance offers

The Humboldt Tomorrow Club

AUTO INSURANCE
with preferred treatment

» Of HSU is sponsoring a documentary to be shown on KEET-TV,

by James Fritz
Representative at Large
We all know how difficult it is
to make a decision. Choosing
between two or more alternatives, when each seems equally
desirable (or undesirable), is
enough to paralyze a person.
Similar tensions exist within
. Association Student Body government (ASB). One of the primary
duties of the ASB government is
to make decisions. Should we fund
this? Should we cut this? Should
we take a stand on national and
international politics? Questions
of these sorts present the Student
Legislative Council members

age of the Y.E.S. Building, House
57, on Preston Dr. behind
the lib-

rary.

may have seemed grossly unporportioned. But faced with decisions like this, I tend to look at
the side that has the most students
involved, as I think many other
council members do, too. As it
turned out, athletics involved
many times more the number of
day care center users, and in turn

*

Rates in this group could even be lower

if a years prior liability

insurance has been established
*& # completed driver training, 10% lower

VICKERS INSURANCE
2381 Myrtle Myrtle Ave.

1 443-1648

Eureke

tiplicity of factors we have to con-

centrate on two crucial aspects of
decision making. First, acceptability (will the students accept our
decision? ) and second, adequacy
(will the decisions be adequate as
to the students needs and wants?)

I think that if the council was

more re:
it would
whole.

dents) don’t really even know

maybe except when funding time
comes. In the spring of each year

SLC is faced with the budgeting
of your money. It does this
through many hours of long,

and heated dis-

,

cussions. And in the end hopefully

Stereo Systems Wholesale. Shure, M19ED $54.95..
Your cost $21.99. Call or write: Sound City,
Warehouse for free catalog. 1544 Los Osos Rd.

sive to this criteria,
be more effective as a

Honda 125 for sale. Runs good, excellent on
gas
irene: $125. Dan the Man 822-4223.

Please remember that we’re

Goose for Sale - $7.00 “organic”. Polish Roosters
- no joke - $2.00 each. Hens - $1.75 each. Banty
Hen & Rooster - $3.50. 442-8510.

For Sale-Used Stereo.

SKIS for sale. Kneissi White Stor 200s. Only $45.
Call Adrienne at 826-4661

Hypnosis. Better study nabits. More control
Increased Memory. Motivate. 822-1825.

ver-wioy

san

only human and our needs are
your needs. If you don’t agree

what the Student Legislative
Council is, let alone what it does,

with SLC decisions, tell them. You
elect them. You give them the
budget. Lastly, remember that
you can please some of the people
some of the time, but not all of
the people all of the time.

Luis Obispo,

Cal. 805-544-1285

-Lest & Found

Pl sat ve ace - Aheart- poll turquoise and copfresh stone on thin gold chain $5.00 reward!
Please call Sally at 725

$297

$30. Call 822-8104

Services

For Sale-Used Girl's 10-speed bicycle. $35. Call
822-8104.

—
Pasture and Barn Stalls for Rent. B
Eureka & Arcata. Very Reasonable. 442-8510.
SPACE FOR HORSES--Paauocks, box stalls, for rent.

FLIGHTS - Low Cost. Winship Travel - 988 Corbett

Biarge exercise yard. Alfalfa hay available

SF 94131. 415-826-0072
or 415-4217.

MEN!--WOMEN!
JOBS ON SHIPS!

reaches a concensus as to what
goes where and how much here,

0 experience required Excellen
Pay. Worldwide travel. Perfect
summer job or career. Send $3
for information. SEAFAX, Dept.

and how much there.

Recently, representative at
large Tim Mallory wrote an article concerning the cost of Athletes J-15 P.O Box 2049, __—
as compared to the cost of the Day
Washington 98365
_— ae Hou ome erererinenl

- PRE-CHRISTMAS SALE!
POCKET CALCULATORS
DELIVERY

model

102

59.95

immediate

103

79.95

immediate

201

139.95
199.95

one week
January

202

INSTRUMENTS
79.95
79.95
139.95
99.95

HSU SPECIAL

only

[Kings Point Pocket Calculator

immediate
two weeks
immediate
January

99.95

We also have low prices and immediate
delivery on Printing Calculators, IBM
Electronic Office Co.

1458 Mytrle Ave.
Eureka

office hours: 8-9, +s. or by sppeintmont
wseetatteteleateeteteetietatetette

Jazz on campus

fair as possible. Faced with a mul-

But, on the whole, people (stu-

443-1444

It is open Monday through Thursday, 3:30 to 5 p.m. The center
accepts aluminum, clear and colored glass and newspapers.
Bonded paper and garbage cannot be accepted.

The Humboldt Jazz Society will
show a videotape of the Newport
Jazz Festival, with a tribute to
Louis Armstrong, in room 219 of
was funded accordingly.
Gist Hall at 7:30 p.m. Friday.
Let’s face it, everyone has his
The showing is open to the pubown likes and dislikes. As a coun- .
lic.
cil of students, we have to be as

SLC can effect the present, and

Ti 2500
TI 3500
Ti 4000
SR 10

For $15-30,000 Bodily Injury Liability, $5,000 Property ‘Damage Liability,
$500 Medical Payments and Uninsured Motorist Protection for qualified
students.

There is now a recycling center

the future of HSU. Just recently
SLC took a stand on the controversial Butler Valley Dam issue.
That in itself, no matter what the
decision would be as far as the
press and community, would
stand for the entire student body’s
point of view.

TEXAS

pson Timber Co. documentary
previously aired by KEET. The
movie is a critique of the logging
industry.

students

located on campus. It isin the gar-

(or one) of which must be chosen.
Since I’ve been on council I have
become aware of the important
difference between decision making on the individual level and
decision making on behalf of the
student body itseif. And not without criticism either. I’ve found
that on the whole students don’t
really realize how the decisions of

UNICOM

to college

The film, ‘‘Timber Tiger,’’ was

produced in response to a Sim-

Recycling available

with a series of alternatives, one

sometimes boring

channel 13, at 6:30 p.m. Friday.

§

BOOKSTORE’S
Sein tte

fo

Madmen, murder
and revolution
“The Persecution and Assassination of Jean-Paul
Marat as performed by the Inmates of the Asylum of
Charenton Under the Direction of the Marquis de
Sade,’’ written by Peter Weiss, will play this Friday,

Saturday

and

Nov.

16 and

17

at

8:30

p.m.

The

production is directed by Brian A. Donoghue. Leading
parts are played by Dan Cole, Steve La Hood and Jan
Teter.
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Eureka counseling center helps many persons
by Beatrice Borovich
Michael Smith needs help.
He's

one,

not doing well in school and

he’s depressed about it. Mike
wants tore-order his situation and
get himself together.
Joe and Susan are happy
together, but marriage isn’t quite
what we thought it would be.
They'd like to talk to somebody
about it.
On the fourth floor of the Commercial Building, on the corner of
Fourth and ‘‘E’’ Streets in
oe , two young men are ready
to
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NOW IN STOCK

HOW TO IDENTIFY MUSHROOMS Lergent $3.50

! 43] South Dearborn ‘Street
1 Chicago, I!linois 60605

center and make an appointment.
At the initial interview the problem

MORTNTOWN

Send for FREE Detaiis or
Teiephone (312) 427-2840

f

counselors who provide services

on the client’s has been in operation
since July
peta ” Most clients don’t paythe
1971. Both Quimby and Elkins
full cost of service.
have worked at the center since
One-third of operating costs are its opening.
derived from client fees. Other § They received their masters’
money comes from ladies aux- degrees in social work from Saciliary, pledges, memberships,
ramento State University, where
donations from service clubs and both specialized in psychiatric
~ individuals and agencies and
social work.
or
tions.
The center is open Monday
re are 350 similar organiza- through
Friday from 9 a.m. to 5
tions in the United States. The p.m. Advance appointments are
Humboldt Family Service Center preferred.

LISTINGS

NOW AVAILABLE

expelled for
buying term

The two young men, Lewis
Quimby and Tyce Elkins, are

desired is discussed.
Counseling can be on a one-

Quimby. In this program four
couples will explore their relationships.
Everyone must pay a fee. The
amount is based on a sliding pay
scale, ranging
from 50 cents to $25

Through

Students

At the Humboldt Family Service Center counseling is the key.

to persons concerned about their
personal life, marriage, children,
family, school, job or social life.
Call center
When a person has a problem,
said Quimby, he can call the

said Quimby.

counseling, “th
re-learn how to
live with each o
The center is starting a Marriage Growth Workshop. ‘“‘It’s a
check-up on marriage,"’ said

_

allt"

wir

aay

a

Gr

Wis

ab
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as

aes

as

ars

TIME ZONE Setty $5.95

CHERING

Afloat:
Join Us!

and

couple, counselor and family or a

i“

SIERRA CLUB CALENDERS, ENGAGEMENT BOOKS $3.95
1604 G St., Arc.

Sails each September
& February.

group situation.
‘Ina group,’’ said Quimby, ‘‘we
never have more than eight
people.”’
The clients are not told what to

This is the way you've always wanted
to learn... and should. Combine
accredited study with a fascinating
semester

of

travel

to

Africa,

/ PROCES
/ PRESER
SIN
VATION
G OF MEAT $4.95

=

Austral-

asia, the Orient, and the Americas.
Over 8500 students from 450 colleges
have already participated. Financial
aid is available. Write now for free
Catalog:

do, but are helped to arrive at
decisions for themselves that are

satisfying and useful for their own

life experience.
‘‘We want people to get the
goodies out of life,’’ Quimby said.
He said the center tries to teach

WCA, Chapman College
Box 1000, Orange, CA 92666

its clients skills and tools for dea-

ling with themselves, others and
their situations.
Most of the center’s clients are
in the 23 to 35 age group, with the
majority attending college. ‘‘The

BARGAIN LUMBER
Shelving Materials
11% x % particle bd. 12° ft.

biggest problem for students is

15” doors $1.50 ea.
8x8 concrete blocks 30¢ ea. .
8x16 concrete blocks 45< ea.

depression,” said Quimby.
A majority of clients come with
marriage or marriage-related
problems.

month

OPEN 7 Days a Week

Improve relationship
Some couples come to the
center because they want tomake
their relationship a successful

40 So. G St. Arcata
822-4686

8-5:30; 10-4 Sunday

S's
GENERAL

7m

3 cubes - 12 guaranteed flashes.

20 FOOT
b
i

EXTENSION

BOYS 26” 10 SPEED RACER
22” frame.
$59.99

QO

CORD

MEN’S 27” 10 SPEED
22” frame.

RACER

$64.99

BANSECT DOG & CAT FLEA COLLARS
Kills fleas up to 3 months.
7

BEN-GAY OINTMENT

PLANTERS DRY nqasr PEANUTS

4-WAY NASAL SPRAY
1/2 oz.

MOHAWK -12 GAUGE
By Remington Duck Loads.
$2.99

97

g-<.

6d

VISINE EYE DROPS
Gets the red out!

*
97

$2.79

- 20 GAUGE
100 tablets.

$1.27

3 oz. Regular and greaseless.

6 oz.

BUFFERIN

for afew
good college
men.

ELECTRIC FLASH CUBES

6 oz. size.

For Your

| QUAKER STATE MOTOR OIL 38°
0 weight

LISLE CREEPER $7.99
R 36” long. Padded headrest.

HAWK

TIMING LIGHT $2.99

BATTERY

thr u Fri. 10- 9 Sat.
at

The Marines
are

afew good men.

CHARGER

6 or 12 volt.
DATE:

TAPE
19°

CAR

1077 Sun.

MAT

Twin front rubber.

600 F St. Uniontown Square
Mon.

$900 annual scholarship. If you qualify,
you can
earn it as a member of the Marine Corps’ Platoon
Leaders Class.
You'll also be earning a Marine officer's commission through PL
summer training at
Quantico, Virginia.
Talk to the Marine officer who visits your
campus.

Car

LEPAGES THRIFT TAPE
or MIRACLE
44c value.

$100 for each month of the school year. It's like a

TOOTHPAaye
COLGATE
STE
8 oz. super size.

j§SUREDEODORANqTT

Bs 1% TONHYDRAULIC JACK $9.99

|

10-6

-99

PLACE:

TIME:

14

&

15

NOVEMBER

UNIVERSITY

9:00

TELEPHONE:

am

-

(415)

1973

CENTER

3:00

pm

556-0240

AREA
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MATTHEWS
ART SHOP
...in its 81st year in art

and picture framing business. |

}

Big Discounts on Oils, Acrylics

\

and Water Colors
Also special prices on framing.

442-6150

against

UC

Davis

for

the

FWC

championship.

weekend in a non-conference meet.
The ‘Jacks, who have no conference

Refugees from Southern California
ride waves of chilly local waters
the water

Southern. California beaches
are overcrowded with geeks, turkeys, goons, flatlanders and Sun-

was

a numbing

38

degrees said, ‘‘the average waves

per day, per year are bigger than
any other place in the world. You
better know what you’re doing
because when it gets big it’s really
dangerous.”’
All three agree when the swell
picks up from 8 to 12 feet that’s
about as big as they want it.
‘Anything over 15 feet and the
waves become unrideable,” said
Orr, asenior. ‘‘It’s just impossible

day surfers but few have had

enough of this sardine scene and
packed boards and racks and

moved north. Three of these lads

seen almost every morning or late
afternoon at one of the local

beaches are Manny Gratz, Robin

Orr and Garth Kornreich.

All three are students at HSU

when not involved in their favorite
past time.

to get outside with your board and

“One of the major reasons I
wanted to come to Humboldt was

without getting pounded.”’
The trio tries out different
spots, such as Moonstone Beach,

because I was told the waves are

Stinky’s, College Cove and Clam

really excellent up here,”’
explains Kornreich, a freshman

Beach.

:

Their favorite place is Agate
Beach in Patrick’s Point State
Park.
Agate Beach, is considered by
many a hazardous place to surf.
Rocks abound and there’s a powerful current. Surfmen have a dif-

ficult

time

getting

majoring in chemistry. ‘‘There’s
never a crowd. In fact we usually

have the whole
selves.”

beach

to our-

“Summer surfers just seem to

Tired of Reincarnating?

shy away from cold water,”’ continued.Kornreich.
Each has a full wetsuit, including gloves and booties. The temperature never gets above 58
degrees and often drops below 45
the winter.
Gratz, a blond sophomore who
boasts of going out one time when
TV-STEREO REPAIR
822-5327 Jim Sussman

Read

|

THE MOVEMENT

After Hours Service

for Commercial Accounts.

Newspaper of the Movement
of Spiritual Innerawareness

ARCATA
SPEED WASH
Speed Queen Equipment

WASH-25¢ -- DRY -10°

(

OPEN 8 a.m. - 11 p.m.

822-7902
1080 F St.

scnaiinaeweeiaiiel
Arcate, Colif.

{

outside

because of the dangerous shorebreak.
‘‘During the winter Agate
Beach is really spooky,’’ said
Gratz. Sometimes waves break 20
feet or more and that’s hairy.”
Despite these obstacles the
three surfers claim Agate Beach
is one of the best surfing spots in
California.

University Bookstore
Northtown Books

year,

semester after

semester, the

CollegeMaster’
from Fidelity
Union Life has
been the most

accepted, most
popular plan on
campuses all
over America.
Find out why.

Call the

Fidelity Union
CollegeMaster*

Field Associate
in your area:

attic

meets scheduled at home, are battling

The HSU water polo team lost 7-5 to the
University of Southern California last

yaa

oathrhasettictnangtlict aes

EES

530 F St., Eureka
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Football

Led by the strong passing attack of quarterbacks Jim Speck
and Dan Carmazzi, the Aggies of
UC Davis trounced Humboldt
State 31-0 last Saturday at the
Lumberjacks’
homecoming
game.
The two Davis quarterbacks
completed 16 passes of 30 attempts for 266 yards and four

steteterete"0-0ol

Sports roundup
Men's sports

with a time of 25:05 for the five
mile course. Chuck Smead, Humboldt’s number one man finished

touchdowns.

Turnovers also ‘played a key
role in the loss as the ’Jacks were
intercepted four times and
fumbled on two more occasions.
The Aggies are now tied for
first with Hayward State with
both teams sporting a 3-1 con-

team in the nation, UC Berkeley,
the day before. Humboldt and UC

ference record. Humboldt is now
1-3 in league play and 1-5 for the

season. Next Saturday the ’Jacks
travel to San Francisco State.
Cross
Last Saturday HSU’s cross
country
squad
finished
a

disappointing third place in the

squad

is out

for

another

Far

Western Conference title.
Under

Far Western Conference finals at
Hayward.
Before the meet the ’Jacks and
UC Davis were picked as co-

tutelage

favorites for the team title but

Under

the

‘Jacks

Cheek’s

total

duel

meet record in the last four years
is a phenomenal 69-6-2 record.
The

season

opens

tonight

at

both were upset by a surprisingly

7:30 in the old East Gymnasium.
The match will be an inter-quad

strong Chico State squad. Chico

affair to see which wrestlers will

captured the title with 46 points,
followed by the Humboldt’s 57
and the Aggies’ 48.
Sacramento’s Kevin Fury was

start. The winners will meet the
powerful alumni at 7:30 p.m.
Saturday. The Alumni won last
year by one point.

Women's sports
Women

The

1973
|

scoreboard

tells the story

Homecoming

game

of the

against

UC

Davis Saturday. The 31-0 defeat leaves

the ‘Jacks
with
a
1-3 conference
record. The team travels to San Fran-

attracts. participation
by
Field hockey
being one of the
States played

women.

Becky Wren
enjoys the distinction of
few sports in the United
almost exclusively by

It is a tough and strenuous game.
Teams are made up of 11 women, alternating in offensive and defensive positions. Hockey sticks, a ball, shin guards,
colored ponies (to distinguish teams)

and for the goalkeeper a more elaborate

leg covering, make up the basic equipment needs of a team.

Lynn D- Warner, a physical education

instructor at HSU, has been coaching the
women’s field hockey team for three

years.
aameney ing ny ays anv
parenthesis

When asked what turnout she has had,

Warner said, ‘‘Just about enough to make

up a team and a half--around 18 girls.”
All except five of those women are phys.ical education majors, Warner said. The
reason for this, she said, is that most of

her recruiting for the sport is done in

physical
courses.

education

major-related

Meet of her teams
This year marks fhe first time that

players will participate in a “culminating

tournament’’, she said. Teams in HSU’s
league, which include San Jose State, Sacramento State, Stanford, Chico and Hayward, will participate in this tournament
at the end of the season to determine the
conference champion. Previous scores

and standings within the league will not

affect placement
Warner said.

in the tournament,

The team works out daily Monday

through Friday from 3 p.m. until 5 p.m.
Warner said when the women first got
together this quarter, they emphasized
the development of individual skills for
beginners. She said the team was now

of Humboldt

Volleyball

The

cisco State this weekend.

Sport designed for women

athletes

State made a good showing
against competitors Homecoming weekend.

*

.

volleyball

team

soundly

according to head coach Betty
Partain. The A’s placed third
with 6942 points to Chico’s 111%
and San Jose’s 9142. The B squad
led in points accumulated with 89.

San

Jose

followed,

a

distant

defeated Sonoma State in both A
and B matches. Scores for the B’s
were 15-1, 15-4, while the A’s
posted a 15-11, 15-4 win.

second with 37, and Chico ran last
with 14 points.

Field hockey
Field hockey players jelled for

medley relay team set a new time
of 4:59.5. Kim Kinzer, Robin
Smith, Jane Green and Ali
Grunder made up the recordsetting team.

a 3-1 victory over San Jose State.

Robin Roistacher led in goals
scored with two, and Kathy
Reeves made the final goal.
S wimming
The swimming team made a
surprisingly strong showing
against San Jose and Chico,

Two school records were
broken at the meet. The 400-yard

Robin

Smith

again

broke

1:11.6 in the 100-yard individual
medley.

concerned with offensive and defensive

situations, ‘‘And we're running a lot.”
Bettering record
Warner noted that Humboldt’s loss to

Chico State Oct. 27 was by fewer goals
than the previous year. In 1972 the squad
suffered a 1-9 loss; this year the margin
was narrowed to 1-4. “Things are looking
up,’’ Warner said.
is

oe

nant’ 6?
sale

When asked about the male player who
a member of Chico’s squad, Warner

said, ‘‘He is there for one purpose, and
that is to'learn field hockey. As far as
I know, they are just playing him because
he needs experience.”

She acknowledged it was possible for
men to compete in women’s sports, but
said it would be unlikely since there are
so few sports designed solely for women.
She was also skeptical about women
trying out for men’s sports at Humboldt
state.

“I don’t think this will ay
because
we offer enough sports for them (women)
to participate in. I don’t think we have
any women that wish to be on a men’s
team. But it’s possible,” she said.
Warner would like to see more women
going out for field hockey, and said,
‘‘Anyone interested in going out for field
hockey will certainly be welcome next
year.””

Plantasia is moving soon to a sunnier, bigger

location in the old Arcata Exchange building
SOcece

ALL OUR PLANTS

20

"/o off

PLANTASIA
877 ninth st.

a

school record by setting
a time of

arcata
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New sociology journal unique
After ten months of planning by
students and faculty, the
Sociology
Department has ‘‘The
Humboldt Journal of Social Relations.”

According to Dr. Sam Oliner,
sociology professor and co-editor
of bead ‘ae te a is one
jou

te universities ond calitass.

19

“There has always been a_long-

Career advice

to be given
An informal seminar covering
careers in some of the helping
will be held on Wednesday, November 7, from 3 to 4

p.m. in the University Center,
room 118 (Nelson Hall East). A
repeat performance is scheduled
for Thursday,
Nov. 8, from 7:30 to
8:30 in the Jolly Giant Complex
Seminar
Room.
Participants will briefly talk

about their professional area and
some

discuss

the

of

ways

to

prepare for a career in that field.
There will be an opportunity for
discussion and questions and
answers. The sessions are public.

6000000000000
°
fe)
9000000000000
| ARCATA
‘H' & 10th
822-6251
WED.-SAT., Nov. 7-10

(9:10-Fri .&Sat.)
Patra were VE rit 01 KES peeerne
ene

HUMBOLDT JAZZ SOCIETY

standing idea that we should have
journal and now we have one,”
a
iner said. ‘“‘The Humboldt Journal should serve as a vehicle for
education, communication and
dissemination of ideas on press-

week in the campus
bookstore,
library and sociology offices. It
includes articles by students and

was created to encompass a wide
variety of people, not just persons
in the social sciences, Oliner said.
The “Journal” staff will accept

are $4 a year for individuals and
$6 a year for institutions.

faculty members

essays on social problems from
potential contributors, especially
students. Manuscripts submitted
will be reviewed by three or more
members of the editorial board,
madeup of four students and nine
faculty members of the Sociology
Department.

copy costs $2. Subscription rates

is

scheduled for printing in the fall
and spring of each year. The first
edition will be available next

Oliner said. ““We hope to get to the
point where we can become selfsustaining, but right now we need
funds. The staff did some market

research to determine how well it .

would sell and we received
acceptance from all 19 state unialong

with

acceptance from the sociology

departments at Sacramento
State, San Francisco State and
San Jose State. ”’

Women’s meetings

Women’s Association meets today to elect a staff board member
and discuss physical education facilities for women on campus.
All welcome.
Pregnancy counseling starts today from 1 to 3 p.m. in WC 102C
with Darleen Morel, counselor.
Thursdays~Consciousness raising group meets from 4 to 6 p.m.
in WC 103.
Thursdays--regularly scheduled discussions on human sexuality
sponsored by the Sexuality Concerns Advisory Board. Topic this
week ishuman sexual physiology with psychology professors Janice
Erskine and Andy Karoly in WC 103 at 7 p.m. Men and women
welcome.

Bonnie Headington’s counseling groups meet 10:30 a.m. to noon
Friday.
Mondays-Older women’s group meets in 102C from noon to 2

.m.

Tuesdays—Consciousness raising groups meet from 9 to 11 a.m.,
11 a.m. to 1 p.m. and at 7 p.m. in WC 102C.
Thursdays-Weight control group meets with Lois Lima, counselor, from 1 to 3 p.m. in WC 102C.
Humboldt Women in Art Exhibit Monday through Friday from
9 a.m. to 5 p.m. and Tuesday evening from 5 to 9 p.m. in WC 103.

The -Wildwirgd

No

ordinary
Plus

1027

ZS,

.

Repair

building

TICKETS

7 p.m. Fri.& Sat.

622-6264

Tuesday -Saturday 12:00°5:30

FOGSSa
Order to Go or Order to Stay 442-5312
Nov. 10-11

SAT. & SUN.
KID'S MATINEE
ay

with Ted Chodar FRI

Duck Time

gat 6-9 pm
midnight- 3am

KHSU-FM 90.5

RECORDWORKS

307 5th St. Eureke

1620 G St. Arcata

New
New
Diana
New

Herbie Hancock $3.33
John Lennon $3.33
Ross & Marvin Gaye $3.33
Band $3.33

New George Carlin $3.33

New John Prine $3.33
New Black Oak Arkansas $3.33
Mike Oldfield -- Tubular Bells $3.33

Wainwright --

Loudon

Attempt Mustache

$3.33

James Montgomery Band -;
First Time Out $3.33

EARN MONEY TUTORING

VETS

The Office of Veteran's Affairs will pay
for tutors. Preference given to qualified
vets.
Interested?
Contact academic dept.

for approval in your subject area.

call 822-4971 or 822-4972

“HAROLD AND
MAUDE’’
SPECIAL

with Jeff Booth

For more information

sitWompany

love story,

with Wayne Thompson WED 6-9 pm

The Listening Booth
Cold

TUES 9pm—-12am

Don't delay--we need tutors now!

Prederivesof

«JULIET

The Voice of Jazz

depends on whether we are able
to get enough subscriptions,”’

FRANCO ZEFFIRELLI

ROMEO

with Gary V.

Just Jazz

“The success of the “Journal”

versity libraries,

Printed twice yearly

The ‘“‘Humboldt Journal’

and

pubseveral articles oo
lished by national authors. Each

ing social issues.” The “Journal”

“original’’ research or critical

of HSU

presents:

Friendly Pub Atmosphere
Beer & Wine
PRAWNS

small

ALL COMBOS

Got a class that’s
becoming a bummer?
The Gov't May Pay
For a Special Tutor.
If you are receiving

the G.I. Bill,

the gov't. could give you

an extra $10 a month

$1.45

FISH ¢& CHIPS

HEY VET--

for tutorial assistance.

$1.00

OYSTERS
See Luke Petriccione,

Lunch Weekdays 11:30 - 2

Director of Veteran’s Affairs,
in House 36

Open Everyday 5:00 on
Old Town

Eureka

—

16 E Street

or call 822-4971.
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|

